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Abstract
Distributed object oriented software is gaining interest. Nevertheless,developing distributed
systernsis inherently more difficult than creating single-machineapplications. Middleware
solutions and distributed object frameworks are intended to help developersin building distributed software. Deciding on which distributed technologyto deploy,however,isnot straightforward.
h1this paper,we will introduce four architectural stylesto classifydistributed 00 software.
The stylesdiffer in objectfeatures,connectortypes and location issues.h1addition to a description of the slyles we will discussguidelines for their usage,and indicate which technologiescan
be deployed to implement the styles. Thus, by classifying and cataloging distributed 00 software in architectural slyles and providing guidelines for their usage,we are trying to give some
guidancefor the development of distributed software.

I

Introduction

Software engineers, both academic and in business, are increasingIy interested in Software Architectures. The software architecture of a program or computing system is the structure or structures
of the system,which comprisesoftware components,the externally visible properties of thosecomponents,
and the relationships among them [1]. An important aspect of software architectures is the fact that
they force us to think about the quaIity requirements of a system in addition to the functionality. Moreover, software architectures aIIow for an evaluation of software systerns earIy in the
deveIopment cycIe.
Architecture-based deveIopment promises, amongst others, high-IeveI reuse and separation of
concerns. But what we are mainly interested in here is that, whiIe traditional approaches are
primariIy concemed with functionality, software architectures are concemed with the interaction
and communication of components [3].
.This paper is partly based on the EDO'99/ICSE'99
tuml Styles

position paper entitled From Distributed Object Features to Architec-

Whereas software architertures describe or prescribe one particular system, Shawand Clements [11]
and Shawand Garlan [12] classify groups of software architectures in architectural styles. Architectural styles are descriptions of component types and a pattern of their rontime control and/or data
transfer [1]. Architectural styles are of ten, as in our case, based on practical experience. By making design decisions and considerations explicit by means of styles and guidelines, we are able
to transfer this important knowledge to other similar software development projects.
The importance of understanding the architertural styles of a distributed system becomes clear
when we look at middleware, the software layer between the distributed application and the
network. A common roisunderstanding of middleware, is that it should be transparant and
never constrain or dictate what is public ly visible. Middleware as underwear [15] is a nice, though
wrong analogy. As discussed by Elisabet ta Di Nit to and David Rosenblum [6] and ourselves [10]
the type of middleware deployed influences the software architecture of the distributed system.
When distinct styles are embodied in the middleware and the application, serious mismatches in
the form of scalability and performance problems may occur. Therefore, we will start this paper
by describing characteristics of distributed object technology and later on link these back to the
discussed architectural styles.
In Section 2, we will start with an object-feature-space to classify objects in distributed 00 software. However, software architects are not so much interested in object features per se but more
in the behavior of the system as a collection of colIaborating objects. Therefore, Section 3 presents
four architectural styles. The distributed abjects, dynamically dawnlaaded classes, mabile abjects and event-space architectural styles are all based ondistributed 00 technology but differ in
supported object features, connector types and location issues. As a conclusion, we will evaluate
the architectural styles and provide some rules-of-thumb for deploying them in Section 4.
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Distributed

Object

Feature-space

In the following classification we will exarnine features of objects that comprise a software system. We willlook at properties of single objects and the connectors between theffi. Furthermore,
the location of functionality and data and the possibility of changing that location is considered.
Please note that the issues described here are far from being exhaustive. However, we do think
that this set of issues covers some very relevant topics in distributed 00 software.
Object properties The first category or dimension of the object-feature-space concems properties of the components comprising the system. In a distributed 00 system, these components are
objects. Objects consist of an interface, the externally visible data and methods, and an implementation of that interface. Remote objects call each others methods via a well defined interface.
When an object exposes meta-information, remote objects can dynamically determine the object's interface. Consequently, new objects might be inserted into a running system and deployed
by other objects which use the meta-information to derive the object's interface. Usually, the
meta-information description is syntactical only and does not contain any semantical meaning.
Additionally, the interface or even the functionality of the objects might be dynamically changeable--of course, meta-information is necessary to discover such changes. In this case,an existing
object is extended with a new feature resulting in an adapted or additional interface and extended behavior. One form of dynamically changeable objects is dynamic aggregatjon [7] which
aggregates two objects with a resulting interface that is the union of the original ones.
Connectors The second feature category concems the connectors betweenthe components. Roughly
speaking, the connector can be of two different types: method-based or event-based. A methodbased connector enables objects to remotely call methods of a weil defined interface. An event-
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based connector passes event-<>bjectscausing events on remote objects. Whereas method-based
calls are usually synchronous, event-based mechanisms are mostly asynchronous.
The main task of the connector is to let objects communicate. However, a secondary task can
be the translation of that communication to make objects in different technical contexts work
together. An object is inter-operable if it can be employed by other objects written in different
languages, running on a multitude of platforms. Inter-<>perability is the combination of language,
operating system, and network independence.
Location issues Location issues concern the location of both data and functionality in the system. Additionally, it encompasses the fact whether objects are mobile or replicated. By downloadable we mean that object-code (classes) can be dynamically downloaded to clients where
the objects are instantiated. When components are mobile, objects migrate taking functionality,
data and status along. Thus, mobility implies that the object (instance) is moved as-is whereas
downloadable objects are new ly created objects based on classes available at a server. Additionally, replication means that multiple identical copies of an object exist to improve performance
or reliability of the system. As replication is still a research issue and as such not supported by
(commercial) middleware solutions, we willleave replication outside the scope of the remainder
of this paper.
Table 1 shows the classification of a number of distributed object technologies according to the
above mentioned features. The illustrated technologies are: OMG's CORBA [13], an agent ORB
written in Java called Voyager [7), Microsoft's DCOM and ActiveX [5], and Java with RMI (Remote Method Invocation) [14]. A technology representing event-based mechanisms is present in
the form of the CORBA event-service. Unfortunately, there does not exist technology supporting
replication which is mature enough to be included in the table.
Table 1: A classification of distributed 00 technology
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Distributed

00

Architectural

Styles

An interesting question arises: how to get from technology and object features described in
the previous section to architectural styles? One answer is by experimenting with the influence of technology and (quaIity) requirements on software architectures. Based on our experience [8,9, 10] we have used the features concerning the connector type and object location,
including mobility, as the determinants for architectural styles. These features describe ways to
make objects collaborate in a distributed environment. And, as stated in the introduction, we
are in this paper mainly interested in the interaction and communication, or collaboration, of
components.
The first three styles all use the method-based approach to communicate. They differ, however,
in the location and migration of code and data. The fourth style differs from the previous ones
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by being based on an event-based connector.
The first style, the distributed abject architectural style comprises software architectures which
consist of software components providing services to client applications or other service components. Figure l(a) schematically shows the distributed object style. Each object is located at a
single, fixed place. Objects on different machines are being connected by proxy objects and an
Object Request Broker (ORB) that abstracts from the used network and programming language.
The constituent objects are remotely callable. Because distributed objects only expose their interface via an ORB they are inter-operable. Example technologies supporting this architectural style
are CORBA and DCOM.
The second architectural style is the dynamically dawnlaaded classes style. Here classes are
downloaded to and run on client machines, as illustrated in Figure l(b). The dissimilarity between distributed objects and dynamically downloaded classes architectures is that while functionality is fixed at one place in the former, it is transported when needed in the latter. Objects, which are running on client-machines, are instantiated from classeswhich are dynamically
downloaded from a server. This implies that client applications are always using the latest version of the available classes, alleviating the job of maintaining a large number of client applications.
In terms of the object-feature space of Section 2, the objects in this style are dynamically downloadable. Additionally, they have to contain meta-information because the client application has
to know how to use the new ly downloaded object. Example technologies supporting this style
are Java applets, JavaBeans and ActiveX.
A third style is the mabile abjects architectural style. Mobile objects migrate from host to host,
taking both functionality and data while they move, as illustrated in Figure l(c). Consequently,
mobile objects communicate with local objects at the host they currently reside on. This means
that mobile objects are a perfect means to implement agents, which wander through a network
while collecting information, negotiating with other agents and reporting back to the user who
launched the agent.
Mobile objects are, obviously, mobile and often remotely callable, e.g. to invite an agent to your
machine. Technologies supporting the mobile objects architectural style are agent ORBs such as
Voyager [7] and Mole [2].
The fourth and last style discussed here is the event-space architectural style, Figure l(d). In this
style an event-space plays the central role of communication channel. Objects communicate with
each other by causing events on one or more recipients. Because all objects are connected to the
same (virtual) event-space, broadcasting events to allother members is relatively easy and weIl
scalable.
In terms of the features, event-spaces only require an event-based connector. Technologies supporting event spaces are amongst others the Corba event-service and Voyager's Space.
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Evaluation

and Discussion

The goal of describing and classifying the four architectural styles in t}-.e previous section is to
provide a basis for deciding on the right type of architecture when creating a distributed object
oriented system. In this section we will exarnine features of the discussed styles and, additionally,
give some rules of thumb for choosing which style to deploy in particular cases.

Super middleware?
While glancing over the object-feature space and the discussed architectural styles, one might
wonder whether it would help developers when a kind of super middleware would exist that
4
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Figure 1: Architectural styles for distributed 00 software
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covers all possible issues. In our opinion this super distributed object technology is not going to
help architects and developers significantly. The main reason is that the difficult task of deciding which configuration of the middleware is to be used is still there. It has only shifted from
choosing the appropriate product to tuning and parameterizing the super middleware. Because
quaIity requirements such as performance, rnaintainability and scalability are highly influenced
by the discussed object, connector and location features the choice of the right middleware for
the right job remains essential.
Rules of thumb
Table 2 provides indications about when to use a particular style that we considered valuable. We
believe that a thorough understanding of the interplay between the deployed object technology
and the architectural style of the system can prevent the architect from designing a system that
will never meet the quaiity requirements such as performance and scalability.
Oistributed objects are of ten regarded as the object oriented variant of client-server. However,
distributed objects are more than that: distributed objects are namely both client and server at
once. Rules 1 and 2 illustrate when it is useful to deploy the distributed objects architectural
style. Because inter-operability is a key feature of distributed objects, this style allows the wrapping of dedicated hardware and legacy software into a heterogeneDus distributed system (1).
Additionally, distributed objects only expose the intetface and do not give away the implementation. This allows for its usage in systerns where software is not allowed to 'leave' a server because
of strategic or security reasons (2).
Table 2: Rules of thumb
Declicated hardware or legacy code
Strategic or even secret code (you do not trust to give away)

Distributed objects
Distributed objects

3
4

Lots of users expected, resulting in overloaded servers
Often new versions of software (maintainability)

Dyn. downloaded
Dyn. downloaded

5

A lot of communication and/ or negotiation betweenthe components

Mabile abjects

6

A single

Event-space

source that contains

relevant

information

for a lot of

classes
classes

other objects (information-push)

When a large amount of clients is expected to be running applications on a single server, the
server can easily become overloaded -imagine what would happen when all Java applets would
be running on the server instead of on the client' s machine. In this case moving the processing
to the client, by deploying dynamically downloaded classes, is the natural solution (3). Additionally, when (parts of) applications are updated of ten, for example because of changing legislation, architectures based on dynamically downloaded classes are much easier to keep up to date.
Clients are automatically using the latest version of the available software (4).
Rules 3 and 4 for dynamically downloaded classes also hold for the mobile objects architectural
style, because in this style functionality is downloaded to the client's machine too. However,
when multiple objects have to negotiate, for example to vote on something, the amount of communication between objects can be very high whereas the result is only a small answer: 'yes' or
'no.' When the communication can be done locally by moving all mobile objects to the same host,
the performance of the system can be improved dramatically (5).
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A system such as a stock-exchange information system which constantly has to publish its information to a huge number of listeners is a good example to deploy the event-space architectural
style(6). Whenever new information is available, the server broadcasts an update event to all
interested parties. The central event-space handles the distribution of the events.

Deployment perspective
When modeling a software architecture using an object oriented technique, there are three perspectives you can use: conceptual, specification and implementation [4]. The conceptual or essential ffiodel represents the concept in the dornain under study. The specification perspective
concerns the interfaces of the software, whereas the implementation model describes the classes
(implementation) comprising the system.
Suppose we have decided to deploy the mobile objects architectural style in the specification
perspective. Does this choice imply that we have to use the mobile objects style for the implementation as weIl? When we only consider the functionality of the system, we can easily implement 'mobility' without using a technology supporting mobile objects. Instead, we could use
dynamically downloaded classes where the pseudo-mobile-objects save their state on a shared
server.
However, the design of software architectures is more and more driven by the quaIity (nonfunctional) requirements of software systerns [1]. As we have seen in the discussion of the rules
of thumb, the main drives to deploy one style or the other are based on non-functional requirements, such as performance and rnaintainability. Now, we observe that the discussed styles differ
significantly with respect to their support of quaIity requirements. For example, the best choice
to implement a specification deploying mobile objects is by means of technology supporting mobile objects. Hence, when choosing a particular architectural style, it is advisable to keep the
deployed architectural styles the same among all viewpoints.
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Conclusion

This paper started with the presentation of an object-feature-space to classify object technologies. The features, such as connector-type and mobility, appeared to be useful to characterize
properties of single objects. Additionally, we observed that they determine to a large extent the
architectural styles as presented in this paper.
Based on our experiences in developing (distributed) 00 architectures we have discussed four
architectural styles for distributed object oriented systerns: the distributed objects, dynamically
downloaded classes, mobile objects and event-space architectural style. Not surprisingly, we
discovered that no best style exists. However, particular styles are more suitable to meet specific
requirements than others. The discussed 'rules of thumb' are a first direction into deciding which
style to deploy in particular situations.
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